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YP's main topics

 Abundances determination

 NLTE

 Model atmosphere

 Lithium

 Peculiar stars

 Ultracool dwarfs

 Telluric spectra.
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Procedure I. UCD spectra 
modelling

 Wita (Pavlenko 1997) prgram: LTE, 1D etc.

 Model atmospheres from NextGen et al.

 Opacities:

 Na I and K I lines broadening by H and He,

 Dusty opacity as scattering (clouds)

 CIA,

 Molecular line lists by Schwenke 
(H2O,TiO),Barber et al. (H2O),Gurvitch (CO), 
Kurucz, VALD, Burrows et al. etc.



SEDs and modelling: quality of 
observed data and input physics





GJ406



Accuracy of the input data: 
M-dwarf spectra



VO molecule







Fits to the near IR spectra: 

 MgAl:    20800 -- 21150 A

 Hg:        21400 – 21750 A

 Na:        22050 – 22350 A

 CO:       22700 – 2350  A





K-dwarfs



M-dwarfs



Procedure II. Telluric spectra 
modelling

 High temperatures

 Thick atmosphres

 H- dominates

 TiO, VO, H2O, 
methane

 Strong atomic lines

 Dust

 Low temperatures

 Thin atmosphrere

 Line of H2O, CO2, 
methane, O2, N2

 Photochemical 
processes

 Aerosols

 Photochemical 
processes







Transmitted and reflected
spectrum of the Earth

 .







Modelling of spectra

 Model atmosphere

 Model of molecular 
bands (MODTRAN):: 
smoothed opacities

 Low resolution 
spectra 

 One slab model 
atmosphere

 Line by line 
computations (TASS)

 Absorption by lines is 
treated explicitly 
(Voigt profiles, 
damping constants...
etc.)













Comparison with observations

.



Conclusions I.

 Palle et al. (2009) observed really transmitted 
and reflected light of the telluric atmosphere.

 Earth is the first rocky planet discovered 
spectroscopicvally.

 If something is possible at once, it can be 
repeated many times...



Conclusions II.

 We can provide a good fits to the observed 
spectra of UCD in the selected spectral regions.

 To provide any confident fits the existed input 
data (molecular line lists, model atmospheres, 
etc) have to be refined substancially. 

 Situation with modelling spectra of extra-solar 
planets looks as  very promising, if we use all 
knowledge accumulated for planets of SolSys.

 Any collaboration is very appreciated.



Some plans

Fundamental parameters of UCD determined  by 
EB's. Verification of the input data and theory.

Lithium and deuterium test applications.

Telluric and planetary spectra.




